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81. INTRODUCTION 
FOR MORE than a decade the concept of topological equivalence,between vector fields, i.e. the 
existence of a homeomorphism of the ambient space carrying orbits of one vector field onto 
orbits of the other, has been playing a central role in the theory of Dynamical Systems. It is a 
natural concept to reflect when the vector fields have the same space of orbits or phase portrait. 
The main question studied in this context was to show that a large class of vector fields had 
under small perturbations the same topological type; such vector fields are called structurally 
stable. In the present paper we consider the problem of extending a topological equivalence 
defined on invariant submanifolds for vector fields to neighborhoods of these submanifolds. We 
were motivated to this problem by questions on structural stability as well as bifurcation 
theory; we will present applications to these topics. Similar results also hold for diffeomor- 
phisms. These results are also useful for the topological classification of dynamical systems. 
To be more precise, let X and X’ be C’ vector fields on smooth manifolds M and M’ 
leaving invariant normally hyperbolic compact submanifolds N C A4 and N’ C M’. We prove 
here that a topological equivalence between XIN and X’(N’, which can be lifted to bundle 
isomorphisms between the stable and unstable bundles, can be extended to neighborhoods of N 
in M and of N’ in M’. 
In the particular but important case when we start with a conjugacy, i.e. a topological 
equivalence between the flows X,]N and X{]N’ generated by X and X’, the extension problem 
is simpler once we have the stable and unstable foliations as constructed for instance in Hirsch, 
Pugh and Shub [5]. This was considered by Pugh and Shub[9] in the context of normally 
linearizing the flow X, in a neighborhood of N and in the local context by Shoshitaishvili [ lo]. 
Of course, all these results are extensions of the Grobman-Hartman Theorem for hyperbolic 
singularities[3], [4]. Historically, the idea of getting the equivalence from the invariant foliations 
was used by Anosov [l] in the globally hyperbolic case, by Palis [7] in a neighborhood of a 
hyperbolic singularity and in a somewhat more general way in [7], Palis and Smale[8] and 
Melo[6] for global cases where the invariant foliations (tubular families) are not uniquely 
determined. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In order to give a clearer view of the use of 
invariant foliations we start by showing the result in the case of a conjugacy between X]N and 
X’IN’. This is done in 82. The main theorem concerning the extension of a topological 
equivalence is in 03. The results we discuss here have important applications to the unfoldings 
of singularities of several parameter families of vector fields as shown by Shoshitaishvili[lO], 
Sotomayor [ 1 l] and others. For a presentation of this topic and more references see Arnold [2] 
and Takens [ 121. We conclude that in order to obtain universal unfoldings of these singularities 
it is enough to analyse certain normally hyperbolic (center) submanifolds. This is in the last 
section together with an application to structural stability and the corresponding results for 
diffeomorphisms. The structural stability result is as follows: if N is normally hyperbolic then 
X is structurally stable in a neighborhood of N if X/N is structurally stable. To be able to state 
such a fact we must clarify how we can consider XJN a “Cl vector field” although N is taken 
to be just C’. This is done in the Appendix by introducing a compatible C* structure on N. A 
similar problem arises in the suspension construction for diffeomorphisms, which is also treated 
in the Appendix; we need this suspension to obtain from our theorems on vector fields from the 
corresponding results for diffeomorphisms. 
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We clarify that part of our motivation came from an incorrect statement in [12] saying that a 
weak version of our main theorem was implicitly contained in [93. This mistake was pointed out 
by Melo and others. Fundamentally new ideas, as related in 03, were needed to deal with the set 
of singularities for XIN. 
We now give some basic definitions and facts. Let X be a C’ vector field on a riemannian 
manifold M. A submanifold N C M is invariant if X(x) E T,N for each x E N. It is normally 
hyperbolic if, 
(a) there is a continuous splitting of TN(M) = T(N) @ E”(N) @E”(N) which is preserved 
by the flow X, generated by X. That is, for every t E R, (X,&T(N) = T(N), (X,)*E”(N) = E”(N) 
and (X,).E”(N) = E”(N), where (X,). indicates the derivative of X,, 
(b) there are numbers 0 <A < 1 <p and T > 0 such that for any v E T(N) and t > T, 
Il(XJ4 E (e^ll4 e%ll>; f or any v E E”(N) and t > T, ll(X,)*ull~ e”llull; for any o E E’(N) and 
t > T, Il<Xbll 5 eAl141. 
For N compact or X]N with compact support there are Co locally invariant foliations over 
N, namely the strong stable 9’ and strong unstable 9” foliations. Each leaf IV,““, x E N, of 9” 
is C’ and its dimension is the dimension of the fiber of E”(N). Similarly for the leaves of 9”. 
They are invariant in the following sense: there is a neighborhood U of N such that if S II U is 
a leaf of P and t > 0 then X,(S U U) is contained in a leaf of 9;“; if S n U is a leaf of 9” and 
t < 0 then X,(S n U) is also contained in a leaf of 9”. The foliations 9” and 9” are not in 
general unique, but the union of the leaves W”(N) = n W,“” is uniquely characterized as the 
XEN 
union of points in U whose positive orbits remain in a neighborhood V C II of N; similarly for 
W”(N)= u WI”,. They are C’ submanifolds of M and called the stable and unstable 
XEN 
manfolds of N. We refer the reader to [5] for proofs of these facts. 
A vector field X on N is topologically equivalent to a vector field X’ on N’ if there is a 
homeomorphism h: N + N’ sending trajectories of X onto trajectories of X’. These vector 
fields are conjugate if there is a homeomorphism h: N -+ N’ such that hX, = X;h for every 
t E R, where Xt and Xi are the flows generated by X and X’. 
82. COIWJGACIES 
THEOREM. Let h: N + N’ be a conjugacy between XIN and X’JN’ that can be lifted to 
invertible linear bundle maps h”: E”(N)+E’(N’) and h”: E”(N)+E”(N’). We can extend h to 
a conjugacy H between X and X’ from a neighborhood of N to a neighborhood of N’. 
Proof. The construction of H goes in two steps: first we extend h to a neighborhood of N 
in W”(N) and then to a neighborhood of N in M. 
Step 1. Choose as in [9] a neighborhood U of N in W”(N) with smooth boundary aI7 such 
that aZ.J is topologically transverse to X, and intersects each leaf of the strong unstable foliation 
9” transversely in a sphere; this sphere is radially homotopic to the standard sphere in the leaf. 
Let 7~“: U + N be the projection of U on N along the leaves of 9”. Let U’ be a corresponding 
neighborhood of N’ in W”(N’) and or:: U’ + N’ the corresponding projection. Since h lifts to an 
invertible linear bundle map h”: E”(N)+ E”(N’), there is a homomorphism hav : aU + JU’ 
such that hm,, = rrlhau on au. Now the conjugacy h,: U + U’ is determined by h, = h on N and 
h,X_,(p) = XL,h,u(p) for p E c?U and t 10. It is easy to check that h, is a homeomorphism and by 
construction h, is a conjugacy between X and X’. 
Step 2. The extension H of h, to a neighborhood of N in M is similar to the previous step 
once we observe the following facts. First, we can define extended strong stable foliations 
convering full neighborhoods of N in A4 and of N’ in M’. To see this we consider W”(N), 
W”(N’) as normally contracting submanifolds for X, X’ on neighborhoods of N, N’. Let 
V > II be a neighborhood of N in W”(N) with aV transverse to X [13]. We then define 9” 
over 8U and simply extend it to V - N via X-, for all t 10; that is, if y = X_,(x) for 
x E aV and t L 0 then WY” = X_,( W,‘“). By the generalized A-lemma[7], [93, .Y defined on V - N 
extends over N. The construction for N’, X’ is the same. Second, since h lifts to invertible 
linear bundle maps h” : E”(N)+E”(N’) and h”: E”(N)+E”(N’), it follows that the conjugacy 
constructed in Step 1 h,: U C W”(N)+ U’ C W’(N’) lifts to an invertible linear bundle map 
H”: E”(U) + E”( U’). Using these facts we can proceed as in Step 1 to extend h, to a conjugacy 
H between X and X’ on neighborhoods of N in M and of N’ in M’. 
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83. EQUIVALENCES 
THEOREM. Let X and X’ be C’ vector fields on manifolds M and M’ with compacf normally 
hyperbolic invariant submanifolds N and N’, respectively. Let h: N + N’ be a topological 
equivalence between X’]N and X’IN’. If h lifts to invertible linear bundle maps h”: E”(N)+ 
E”(N’), h”: E”(N)+ E”(N’) and if both E” aid E” are trivial on a neighborhood of the singular 
set, then there is a topological equivalence H between X and X’ which extends h to a 
neighborhood of N. 
Remark. The condition on the triviality of E” and E” on a neighborhood of the critical set 
might not be necessary, but we need it for technical reasons. We point out that this condition is 
satisfied in many important applications like the ones we mentioned in the introduction. Also, it 
follows from our proof that the result remains true if we only assume that the supports of X]N 
and X’IN’ are compact. 
Proof. We first prove the theorem in a number of simpler cases: 
Case 1. The theorem holds under the following extra assumptions: 
(a) the unstable bundle is O-dimensional and (b) X has no singularities on N (and hence .X’ 
also has no singularities on N’). 
Proof of Case 1. We choose a neighborhood S of N in M such that S has smooth boundary 
aS topologically transverse to X, and aS intersects each leaf of the strong stable foliation in a 
sphere[9]. Let 7rs be the projection of S on N collapsing each fiber of the strong stable foliation 
to its intersection with N. S’ is a similar neighborhood of N’ and 7r: the corresponding 
projection. Because h lifts to an invertible linear bundle map h”: E”(N)+ E”(N’), there is a 
homoeomorphism has : dS+ 8s’ such that hr$ = 7r:hds on as. From this we obtain a 
homeomorphism H: S+S’ as follows. If s E N then H(s) = h(s). If s ES-N then s = X,(s,) 
for some s, E as and t r 0; we define H(s) as the intersection of the positive X’ orbit starting at 
h&s,) with (ml)-‘(h(p(s))). This last intersection may not be unique, namely if ~Js) lies on a 
periodic X orbit; however H is uniquely determined by continuity. Since H is clearly 
continuous on S - N, we have only to check the continuity of H along N. Let Si, i = l-2, . ., be a 
sequence of points in S - N converging to sm E N; we need to show that H(si) has as limit h(s4. 
Since T~H = HT, and H]N = h, rLH(si) converges to h(s,). So we have only to show that the 
distance of H(si) to N’ tends to zero. Let t;, t: be such that x_,i(si) E a!3 and X’,;(H(Si)) E ~3'. 
Since N and N’ are normally contracting we have that Si tends to N if and only if ti -+ a and 
H(si) tends to N’ if and only if ti + ~0. To show that c-+ ~0 we define a positive real function p: 
N + R by Xk,,(h(n)) = h(X,(n)) for n E N. The function p is clearly continuous and let c > 0 
be its minimum. If X;(h(n) = h(X,(n)) for t >O, then t’? c[t] when [t] denotes the integral part 
of t. From this and the fact that H preserves the stable foliation it follows that t:+m and thus 
H(si)+ h(s,) proving the continuity of H. By construction H is one to one and sends 
trajectories of X onto trajectories of X’. This shows that H is a topological equivalence. 
Case 2. The theorem holds when (a) the unstable bundle is zero-dimensional and (b) the 
stable bundle of N, and hence of N’, is trivial. 
Proof of Case 2. A neighborhood of N can be parametrized by N x V, V an open 
neighborhood of the origin in some euclidean space. In what follows we use this parametriza- 
tion; when necessary we assume that the riemannian metric corresponds to a fixed product 
metric on N x V. From the Theorem in 42, we may assume that X is such that Xt(n, v) = 
(X,(n), e-*’ v) for some A >O and all (n, v) E N x V; A is taken big enough so that we have 
normal hyperbolicity with respect to the product metric. 
Next we want to construct a neighborhood S of N more or less like in Case 1; because of 
the possible presence of singularities wo have to be more careful. Let Z c N be the set of singularities 
and for E > 0 let S, = {(n, v); II II - v < E and l]v]] 5 p(n, C)}, where p denotes the distance defined by the 
riemannian metric. The lext lemma shows that for E > 0 small the positive orbits of S, - 2 move 
inside S,. 
LEMMA 1. There exists EO >O such that if s E S, -I: and t > 0 then X,(s) E Int S,, whenever 
0 < E < Eg. 
The proof of the lemma will be postponed to the end of this section. Similar considerations 
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apply to the vector field X’. First, we may assume that X’ is defined on a product neighborhood 
N’x V’, where V’ is a neighborhood of the origin in the same euclidean space as V. We also 
can take X;(n’, v’) = (Xt(n’), eeA’u’) with A > 0 and big enough so that X’ is normally hyperbolic 
at N’. Define S: as before and applying Lemma 1 one gets the corresponding ~6. 
We now start to extend the topological equivalence h: N + N’ as follows. Take 0 <e .: 
min (Ed, ~6) and define h, : aS,+aS: by ha(n, v) = (h(n), a(n)v), where o(n) is the unique 
positive real number such that (h(n), am) E as:. Since h(Z) = IZ’, the singular set of X’, a(n) 
is well defined whenever n6! 2; otherwise v = 0 and ha(n, 0) = (h(n), 0). Exactly like in Case 1 
we can extend h, and h to a topological equivalence H *: S, + S: so that H* preserves the stable 
foliation, i.e. H*(n x V) n S, = (h(n) x V’) n S:. Notice that if x E S, - N then there is a unique 
t 2 0 such that X_,(x) E 8,. The proof that H is continuous at N is slightly more delicate here 
than in Case 1. This is shown as follows. Let s; in S, be a sequence of points converging to 
s E N and we have to see that H*(s;) converges to H*(s). As before, since H* preserves the 
stable foliations it is enough to show that H*(s;) tends to N’. So given S > 0 we claim that 
p(H*(s;), N’) < S f or all i L i,-, for some iO. Let WA be the &neighborhood of 2’ in N’ and let 
W, = h-‘( W;). If st is such that X-,(s;) E ?r,-‘( W,) n S, for some t 10 then p(H*(s;), N’) < 6. 
In fact rs(X_,(si)) E W, and hence n:H*(X-,(s;)) E Wh. This means that p(H*(X-,(s;))* N’) < 
6. Since H* preserves the orientation of the integral curves and X’ contracts exponentially 
toward N’, it follows that p(H*(S;), N’) < S. Finally, if there is no t 10 such that X~-,(s;)E 
?T,-‘( W,) n S, we can apply the same argument of Case 1 since the orbit stays away from the 
singular set 2. This concludes the proof that H* is continuous. 
The last step is to extend H* to a topological equivalence H of a neighborhood of the 
singular set C. Together with S, and Z x V, we fill out such a neighborhood with the negative 
orbits of X starting at as,. For points (n, u) E as, with vf 0, we recall that H*(n, v) = 
(h(n), cr(n)v) E as:. So if (n’, 6) = X_,(n, u) for (n, v)E as,, we define H(6, 6) = 
(n*, Y’-- u+ cr(n)u). That is, H(n’, 6) is in the orbit of H*(n, u) and it has V-coordinates 
i? - v t a(n)u. Finally, for n EC we set H(n, v) = (h(n), v). From the construction, H sends 
trajectories of X onto trajectories of X’, it is one to one and continuous away from C x V. We 
proceed to show that H is continuous along C x V. We will make use of the lemma below: its 
proof will be postponed to the end of this section. 
LEMMA 2. Let P: N + N be defined us folfows. For n E 2 we set P(n) = n. For n E N -Z we 
take vf 0 so that (n, U) E as, and define P(n) = n*, where n* is such that (n*, ??(v/~~u~~)) is in the 
negative orbit of X trough (n, u). The map P is a homeomorphism. 
Remark. The map P is well defined because of the special form of the vector field X. A 
similar map P’ can be constructed for X’? N’. 
Using this lemma we can conclude the continuity of H on Z x V. In fact, let p; = (n;, vi) be a 
sequence in N X V that converges tap = (n, v) E I: X V. We may suppose that p; is off both N 
and 2 X V for otherwise the statement is trivially true. Let 4; be the intersection of the positive 
orbit of p; with as,. Clearly 4; + I: C N and so the V’-coordinate of H(p;) converges to v. Since 
H(p) = (h(n),v), it remains to show that the N’-coordinate of H(p;) converges. We have to 
consider two possiblities. If o F 0, then 4; +(n, 0) because from the normal contraction 
hypotheses X has a relatively large V-component near Z and thus X is uniformily transversal 
to as, off 2. Thus s: = H(q;) converges to (h(n), 0) for H is continuous on as,. Applying the 
previous argument to X’, Z’ and 8s: we conclude that H(p;) converges to H(p) = (h(n), 0). 
Suppose now that u# 0 and let r;, r: be the intersection of the orbits of p;, pj = H(pi) with 
S, = {(n, v) E N x V; jlu[[ = E} and S: = {(n’, u’) E N’ x V’; llv’ll = E}, respectively. Clearly pi 
converges if and only if r; converges and the same is true for pi, r:. Thus r; converges and from 
Lemma 2 q; E as, converges. But H is continuous on as, and thus 4: = H(q;) converges. Again 
Lemma 2 applied now to X’ on N’ X V’ yields that the N’-coordinate of r: converges. Together 
with the previous argument on the convergence of the V’-coordinate, this implies that r: 
converges and so does H(p;). Therefore H is a topological equivalence between X and X’ on 
neighborhoods of N and N’. 
Case 3. The theorem holds when the unstable bundle is zero dimensional. 
Proof. We just combine the proofs of Cases 1 and 2 as follows. In a neighborhood of the 
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singular set we apply the methods of Case 2 using the fact that the stable bundle is trivial. 
Elsewhere we can apply the method of Case 1. There is no difficulty in the overlapping part: 
one takes a trivialization of the stable bundle near the singular set C induced by a given 
trivialization near 2’ through a bundle isomorphism h”: E” + E”’ which lifts the equivalence h : 
N+N’. 
Proof of the General Case. In view of Case 3, we can proceed similarly to the proof of the 
conjugacy case in 92. First we extend h to a topological equivalence h,: U + U’, where U is a 
neighborhood of N in W”(N) and U’ is a neighborhood of N’ in W”(N’). Next we extend the 
stable foliation of N to a neighborhood V > U in W”(N) and the stable foliation of N’ to a 
neighborhood V’ > U’ in W”(N’). As before, since h lifts to bundle isomorphisms h”: 
E”(N)+E”(N’) and h”: E”(N)+E”(N’) then h, lifts to a bundle isomorphism H”: E”(U)+ 
E”( U’). Using these facts and considering U and U’ as normally contracting in M and M’, we 
can by Case 3 extend h, to a topological equivalence H between X and X’ in a neighborhood 
of N in M and of N’ in M’. The proof of our main theorem is now complete. 
Proof of Lemma 1. It is enough to show that, for small E > 0, small t > 0 and s E as, -2, 
Xt(s) E Int S,. For the points s E 8, -{(n, 0); [lull = p(n, C) 5 E} it is clear from the product 
structure that the orbits move in. Let WC be the set of points (n, u) E as, - Z such that the orbit 
of (n, u) does not enter in the interior of S,. If 0 <E’ < E then W,, = W, n S,,, so if W, is 
bounded away from 2 we are done. We will prove that W, is bounded away from C by 
contradiction. Let qi = (ni, vi) be a sequence in W, not bounded away from Z. Since Z is 
compact we can asume that qi converges to q = (n, 0) EZ. Let pi = P(ni, x), Ki = {k E Z; 
P(ni, k) = P(ni, 2)) and pi(t) = p(X,(n;), 2). Then, for small t > 0, 
pi(t) = Pi + t &$ $ dXr(fli)v k, + OCr) 
I 
= p, + t . inf (X(ni)’ ” - k, + o(t) 
I 
kEKi 11th - k)ll ’ 
To get the last expression we used local coordinates such that in T,N the Riemannian metric 
and the Euclidean metric given by the coordinates agree. The integral curve through (ni, vi) has 
the form t+(Xt(ni), eeAtui). Since (%, vi) E X3, - C, /ui[l= pi; since the integral curve through 
(ni, vi) does not enter in Int S., we have that 
(X(Q)9 % - ki) 
llni - hII 
5 -AIIuill for some ki E Ki. 
It follows that ((X(%)/llni - kill), (ni - ki)/llni - kill) 5 -A f or some ki E Kie It is easy to see that 
lim ki = n; taking a subsequence if necessary we obtain that lim (ni - ki)/lltZi - kill = v for some 
unit vector v E T,N. And also lim (X(ni)/llni - kill) = lim (X(ni) - X(ki))/llni - kill = (dX),(o). 
Then (d/dt)l((X,),u 111 1=0 I -A, which is the required contradiction because we can not have a 
contraction along N as strong as the normal contraction. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Clearly P is one to one, surjective and continuous outside C. We only 
have to show that P is continuous at Z. Since N is normally contracting with normal 
contraction constant A, there is 0 < A’ <A such that Il(Xt)*(u)ll 1 e-*‘llvll for all v E T(N) and 
t > 0. Given q E Z and S > 0 we claim that there is a > 0 such that if (n, u) E as, - 2, p(n, q) < a 
then the point (P(n), c(u/llull)) in the negative orbit of (n, u) satisfies p(P(n), q) c S. To see this 
we choose for each (n, u) a point q’ E Z such that p(n, q’) = p(n, 2) = b < a. Then Ilull = b or else 
~~u~~ = E but then we are far from 2:. Since X-&r, u) = (P(n), ~(u/llull)>, we have that e”b = E or 
t = (l/A) (In E -In b). Next we take a curve of length b from (n, u) to (q’, u) parallel to N and 
apply X_, to it with t as above. Then its length is at most eA”b; but this is also an upper 
estimate for p(P(n), q’). It follows that p(P(n), q’) I b + &‘-(*“‘)I a + tx~‘-~~“*). When a -+O 
we have that p(P(n), q’)+O because 0 < A’ < A. Also if a +O clearly p(q’, q)+O and so 
p(P(n), q)+O. This proves that P is continuous at 2 and thus P: N + N is a homeomorphism 
as we claimed. 
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94. APPLICATIONS 
(a) Diffeomorphisms 
In this section we want to show how to extend a given topological conjugacy defined on a 
normally hyperbolic invariant submanifold of a diffeomorphism to a neighborhood of the 
submanifold. We shall do this by first suspending the diffeomorphism and then applying our 
results on the extension of conjugacies for flows. 
To be more precise, let M be a smooth manifold, cp: M+ M a C’ diffeomorphism and 
N C M a compact normally hyperbolic invariant submanifold for cp. As in the case of flows, 
we have the splitting TN(M) = T(N) @ E”(N) @ E”(N); we denote by d”cp, resp. 8~ the 
bundle isomorphisms obtained by restricting & to E”(N), respectively E”(N). Let M’ be 
another smooth manifold with C’ diffeomorphism cp’ and compact normally hyperbolic invariant 
manifold N’ with stable and unstable bundle E”(N’), E”(N’), E”(N’) respectively. 
THEOREM. Let cp: M + M and cp’: M’ + M’ be as above. Let h: N + N’ be a conjugacy 
between QIN and Q.‘IN’ that can be lifted to bundle isomorphisms h”: E”(N)+E”(N’), h”: 
E”(N)+E”(N’) such that h” and (d”cp’)-‘oh”od”cp are homotopic as bundle isomorphisms 
covering h and the same holds for h” and (dslp’))‘ohsodsq% Then h can be extended to a conjugacy 
defined on a neighborhood of N. 
Proof. Let M, fi’ be obtained by suspending the diffeomorphism Q, respectively Q’ (see the 
Appendix). The corresponding vectorfields are denoted by X and X’ and the invariant 
manifolds by N and R’; X and X’ may be regarded as C’ vectorfields according to the 
Appendix. Recall that H = N X [0, II/(x, 1) = (Q(X), 0) and Nr = N’ X [0, II/(x’, 1) = (I’, 0). 
From h we obtain the conjugacy h: fi + G’ between X]R and X’l]fi’ by setting i(x, t) = 
(h(x), t). Next we have to lift this conjugacy to bundle isomorphisms i” and ff”. Observe that fi 
and fi’ are compact normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds for X, respectively X’. We only 
consider the construction of i”; h” can be constructed in the same way. 
From the suspension construction it follows that E”(R) = E”(N) X [0, l]/(v, 1) = (dUQ(v), 0). 
We define p(v,O) to be (h”(v),O); then it follows that p(v, 1) = ((d”q’)-’ 0 h” 0 dUq(v), I). 
Because h” and (d”q’)-’ 0 h” 0 dUq are homotopic as bundle isomorphisms over h, there is a 
bundle isomorphism iU: E”(g)+ E”(fi’) covering h’ and extending the previously defined part 
6”]N x (0) = /?]N x (1). 
Once we have these liftings i” and 6’, we can apply our result from 92 and obtain an 
extension of h’ to a conjugacy fi which is defined on a neighborhood of fi. To obtain the 
extension H of h to a neighborhood of N in M we define H as the composition p 0 G 0 i, 
where i: M-, fi is the injection i(x) = (x, 0), k is as above and p is a “projection” of a 
neighborhood of M’ x (0) in a’ to M’ by going along integral curves of X’, i.e. p maps (x’, t) to 
x’ if t E [0, ??) and to Q’(x’) if t E (1 - E, 11, 0 < E < (l/2). 
(b) Structural stability 
Let X be a C’ vectorfield on a manifold M. If K C M, we say that X is continuously 
(structurally) stable on K if, for any neighborhood V of the canonical injection i: K + M in the Co 
topology there is a neighborhood U of X in the C’ topology such that whenever X’E U, there 
is an embedding h E V, which maps connected components of integral curves of X in K to 
connected components of integral curves of X’ in h(K). If, in the above definition, we replace 
K by M, we have the usual definition of continuous stability. 
For N C M a normally hyperbolic invariant submanifold of X there is a C* structure on N, 
compatible with the given C’ structure, which makes XIN a C’ vertofield (see the Appendix). 
Hence it makes sense to consider the continuous stability of XIN. 
THEOREM. Let X be a C’ vectorfield on M with N C M a compact normally hyperbolic 
invariant submanifold. Then, if X(N is continuously stable there is a neighborhood W of N in M 
such that X is continuously stable on W. 
Proof. If X’ is a vectorfield which is C’ near to X, X’ has a normally hyperbolic invariant 
submanifold N’ which is C’ near N [5]. According to the Appendix, X’IN’ can then be 
considered as C’ close to XIN. Hence there is an equivalence h: N + N’ between X]N and 
X’]N’ which is C?’ close to the canonical embedding N + M. By [5], the splitting T&M) = 
T(N’) @ E”(N’) @ E”(N’) is close to the splitting T,-.,(M) = T(N) @ E”(N) @ E”(N) so 
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there are liftings h”: E”(N)+E”(N’) and h”: E”(N)+E”(N’) of h to bundle isomorphisms. 
Now we can apply our result from 83 and the theorem follows. 
Remark. It should be true that if X is continuously stable on a neighborhood of N then also 
X(N is continuously stable. The proof of this is however obstructed by the following difficulty: 
if we take on N some C* structure as in the Appendix and then choose a vectofield ?? on N 
which is C’ and C’ close to X (with respect to this structure) then there is in general no 
extension of 2 to a C’ vectorfield on M. For diffeomorphisms these difficulties do not occur. 
Therefore we have 
THEOREM. Let cp: M +M be a C’ diffeomorphism with compact normally hyperbolic 
invariant submanifold N. Then QIN is continuously stable if and only if there is a neighborhood 
W of N on which Q is continuously stable. 
(c) Local equivalences of vector&ids depending on parameters 
We shall describe how our main theorem, with some modifications, can be applied to reduce 
certain local bifurcation problems to lower dimensional ones by “splitting off the hyperbolic 
part”, see [2, 10, 121. 
Let X, be a vectorfield on R” which depends on a parameter p E RP; we assume X, to be 
C’ in x E R” and p E Rp. Let X0(O) = 0 and let the derivative (in the R” direction) of X,-, in 0 
have u, s, c eigenvalues with real part >O, CO, =0 respectively. Then, according to the invariant 
manifold theory[5], there is a C’ manifold WC in R” X Rp, a center manifold of the vectorfield 
X(x, CL) = (X,(x), 0) on R” x Rp, with the following properties: 
(a) (0,O) E IV; 
(b) the dimension of WC is p + c; 
(c) for each (x, p) E WC, WC is transversal to R” x {CL} and (X,(x),0) is tangent to W,’ x 
(1.4 = WC I-I (R” x {CL)); 
(d) all the eigenvalues of the derivative of X01 WOc in 0 have real part zero. 
This means that, at least locally, W’ is a normally hyperbolic invariant submanifold of the 
vectorfield X(x, CL) = (XP(x), 0) on R” x RP. 
Let XL be another such vectorfield on R” depending on p E RP with X;(O) = 0 and with 
derivative (in the R” direction) of Xt, in 0 having also U, s, c eigenvalues with real part 
respectively bigger, smaller or equal to zero and with center manifold W”. 
Definition. For X,, XL as above, X,, is called locally equivalent, resp. locally equivalent on 
the center, with XL if there is a homeomorphism h from a neighborhood of (0,O) in R” x RP, 
resp. WC, to a neighborhood of (0,O) in R” x RP, resp. w”, such that: 
(1) h maps orbits of X to orbits of X’: 
(2) for (x, p), (x’, p) in the domain of h, the p-coordinates of h(x, II) and h(x’, p) are the 
same. 
THEOREM. For X,, Xl as aboue, X,, and XL are locally equivalent if X,, and XL are locally 
equivalent on the center. 
Proof. According to the result in 03 we can extend topological equivalences defined on 
normally hyperbolic invariant submanifolds. Since our center manifolds are at least locally 
normally hyperbolic we can in principle apply our theorem. There are however two ob- 
servations to be made. 
First, the center manifolds are only locally invariant manifolds; we need some modification 
of the vectorfields in order to make them complete. That is, we have to construct some zw 
such that (x, CL) E W,’ implies that (&), E W,’ for all t E R. Of course J?‘_’ should be locally 
equivalent with X,, and WC should by normally hyperbolic invariant for 8,. 
Before starting the construction of k we observe that in the proofs in 92 and P3 we also 
used incomplete (locally) invariant submanifolds and extended conjugacies or equivalence 
defined on them. Namely we considered the conjugacy or equivalence defined on W”(N) (or 
W”(N)) and extended in the stable (unstable) direction. This however was possible, because in 
our extension constructions we need the invariant manifold only to be negatively complete (i.e. 
such that X,(x) is in the invariant manifold whenever t < 0 and x is in the invariant manifold) if 
we extend in the stable direction and positively complete if we extend in the unstable direction. 
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In the present case, WC is in general neither positively nor negatively complete and we have to 
extend the equivalence both in the stable and in the unstable direction. 
We write R” as the direct sum of two subvector spaces Ml and M2, with dimension s + U, 
resp. c, such that both M, and M2 are invariant subspaces of the derivative of XG in 0 and such 
that M2 is the tangent space of Woe = W” n (R” x (0)). Near (0, O), WC has then the form 
WC = {(ml, m2, p)E M, x M2 x RP]ml = F(mz, CL), (mz, p) E V} for some C’ map F: Ml x RP + 
M, and a bounded neighborhood V of (0,O) in M2 x RP. Next we take a non negative smooth 
function 9: M2 x RP +R, which is identically equal to 1 on a neighborhood of (0,O) and such 
that support (P) = 0 C V, U an open subset of MZ X RP. Let 7r be the canonical projection of 
R” xRP onto M2 x RP and define X,, for (x, p) E P-‘(V), to be the vectorfield T?,(m,. m2) = 
Xp(ml, m2) + (-,l + q(m2, p)) - X,(F(m*, p), m2). J?, has the following properties: 
(a) W’ fl r-‘(V) is an invariant submanifold for X, X(x, CL) = r?,(x); 
(b) X1 w’ has compact support, namely 7~-‘( 0) n WC. 
Even for U C u C V small, W’ does not have to be normally hyperbolic any more for X; 
this is due to possible distorsions as a consequence of multiplying X] WC with P 0 IK In order to 
make WC again normally hyperbolic, we perform a second modification. 
For this we choose a smooth non negative function c: M2 x RP +R which is positive on a 
neighborhood of the complement in V of V’(1) and which is zero in a neighborhood of (0,O). 
Set &(x) = Xi”(x) + r7,‘*‘(x) with XP”‘(x), XP’*‘(x) in the M,, resp. the M2 direction. Now we 
define 
&(m,, md = X,(ml, md + A * %m, CL) . {r7,“‘(ml, md - X,“‘Wm2, CL), md. 
For xP and WC the above statements (a) and (b) still hold. Moreover, for h sufficiently big, WC 
is normally hyperbolic for 2, at least if we use the following somewhat broader notion of 
normal hyperbolicity. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with C’ vectorfield X. If N is an 
invariant manifold for X with support (XIN) compact then we say that N is normally 
hyperbolic if there is an invariant splitting TN(M) = T(N) @ E”(N) @ E”(N), a positive 
constant to and positive functions A, CL: N + R with A > 1> p such that for each n E N: 
(1) for each 0 E &YN), lla&dll >A@) . Il4; 
(2) for each 21 E K(N), ll~&)ll <p(n) - Il4l; 
(3) for each v E T,(N), CL(~) - II4 < ll~&>ll< MO - 114 
For invariant manifolds in the above sense, stable and unstable foliations also exist [5], [9] and 
hence our results in 82 and 03 apply here. 
If h: WC + W’” is the given equivalence between Xl WC and X’] w” we take U’ = h(U) ( U 
as before; we may and do assume that U is in the domain of h). Now we carry out the same 
constructions for X’ as we did for X and obtain k’. The map h is still an equivalence between 
21 WC and 2’1 W’“, because on U, resp. U’, X, resp. X’, has only been multiplied with a positive 
function and on the complement of U, resp. U’, in WC, resp. W”, we have 2, resp. k’, equal to 
zero. Also, by assumption the dimensions of the stable, resp. unstable bundles over WC and 
w” are equal. Hence by our main theorem in 03 the equivalence h: WC + w” can be extended 
to a neighborhood of WC as an equivalence between k and 2’. Since X, resp. X’, are, in a 
neighborhood of (O,O), equal to X, resp. X’, we have constructed an extension H which is a 
local equivalence between X and X’. 
The second observation we have to make is that the extension H has to map points with 
equal p coordinates to points with equal p coordinates. That the construction in 03 can give 
such an extension follows from the fact that all the foliations can be choosen so that each leaf 
is contained in some R” x {CL} and from the fact that each integral curve of 2, 2’ also is 
contained in some R” x {CL}. 
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1. Invariant manifolds 
APPENDIX 
THEOREM. Let M be a smooth manifold, X a C’ vectorfield on M and N C M a C’ invariant 
manifold. Then there is a C2 structure on N, compatible with the induced C’ structure, such that 
XIN is C’ (with respect to this C2 structure). 
Proof. Let i: N + M denote the canonical embedding. Take some C2 structure on N; N with 
this C2 structure, is denoted by fi. Let 7~: U + N, U a neighborhood of i(N) in M, be a C’ map 
of maximal rank such that ?ri = idN. 7~ induces a map ?r: U+ fi which is C’; we approximate 
this map by a C2 map 9: U+ fi such that for each x E i(N), ker (d+‘)(x) is transversal with 
respect to T,(N). Hence G’ 0 i, restricted to N, has everywhere maximal rank and so induces a 
C2 structure from ti on N; N with this C2 structure is denoted by N*. The C2 structure of N* is 
clearly compatible with the induced C’ structure. We want to show that XIN* is C’. This goes 
as follows: 
Let p E i(N), p’ = 3 0 i(p) E # and let x1, . . ., x, be a C2 local coordinate system on 15 near 
p’. Then we can find C2 local coordinates x’,, . . ., $,, on M near p such that i1 = XI 0 +‘, . . ., % = 
-‘. In these coordinates we have: i(N) has the form {(:I,. . ., X,,,))~%+I = 
FI+Y(Z. . . ., Zn), . . ., Zrn = fm(Z1,. . ., Zn)}, with fn+,, . . .,f,,, C’ functions: x= 
g Xi(i*, . . ., &) (tI/aZi), with X1, . . ., X,,, C’ functions; and hence 
i=1 
G:(X[i(N)) = 5 Xi(Xl, . . ., X,, fn+l(Xl, . . ., X,), . . ., fm(X!. . . -3 X,))(d/aXi) 
i=l 
with X; and fj as above. Hence ?F:(Xli(N))) is a C’ vectorfield on N*. 
Remark. For M, N, X as above and N compact, one has the following fact. If X’ is C’ close 
to X and N’ is an invariant manifold for X’ which is C’ close to N, then, using the notation of 
the above proof, 
(a) 3’1 N’: N’ + fi defines a C2 structure on N ; 
(b) (G’lN)*X and (G’(N’)*X’ are two vectorfields which are C’ close. 
So, in a certain sense XJN and X’IN’ are “C’-close”. 
2. Suspensions 
Let M be a smooth (C”) manifold and yp: M + M a C’ diffeomorphism. The suspension of 
(M, cp) consists of a manifold Q = M x [0, l]/-, where - denotes the identification of (x, 1) with 
(q(x), 0) for each x E MO, and a vectorfield X, on a whose integral curves are of the form 
i 
(x, t) for t E [0, I] 
fH (rp(x),t--1) for tf31Jl 
(q-‘(x), t + 1) for t E [-l,O] 
etc. 
The manifold i@ has a canonical C’ structure, so X, is only a p vectorfield. The following fact 
has been used extensively in the literature on dynamical systems although we could not find a 
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published proof (our proof was obtained in cooperation with C. C. Pugh). This proof will be 
presented here for the sake of completeness. 
THEOREM. For G and X, as above, there is a C” structure on I@, which is compatible with the 
C’ structure and with respect to which X, is C’. 
For the proof we need the following: 
LEMMA. Let M be a smooth manifold. Then there is a C’ neighborhood U of the identity in 
Diff’ (M) (with respect to the strong Whitney topology) such that for every P E U, there is a C’ 
vectorfield Z, on M x [0, l] such that 
(1) Zq(x, t) = (d/at) for t E [0, (l/4)] and t E [(3/4), 11; 
(2) the time t = 1 map of Zq maps (x, 0) to (q(x), 1). 
Proof of the lemma. We take a complete and smooth Riemannian matric on N; 
exp: T(M)+ M denotes the induced exponential map. It is well known that there is a (convex) 
neighborhood V of 0 in the space of C’ vectorfields on M such that for each X E V, exp X, 
defined by x I+ exp (X(x)), is a C’-diffeomorphism. {exp XIX E V} = U is a C’ neighborhood 
of the identity in Diff’(M). 
Let now 0 E U; choose X E V such that exp (X) = 9. Furthermore let /3: [0, l] + [O, 11 be a 
smooth function with 
0 for t E [0,(1/4)] 
B(t)= (1 for t E [(3/4), 11’ 
Zq is now the vectorfield having the following integral curves: 
t ++ (exp (/3(t) + X(x)), t) for all x E M. 
These curves are smooth, so Zq is well defined. We only have to show that Z, is C’ (Zq 
trivially satisfies conditions 1. and 2. in the Lemma). To do so, we write 
Zyr(x, t) = 2*(x, t) +; 
with 
Z,(x, t) E TAM). 




where a(~, t) = ((exp(@(t) . X)-‘(x), t) and ~(2, t) is the vector in Tsc,,.&TAM)), obtained 
by parallel translation from /3’(t) - X(i) E T,(M) = To(T,-(M)). In other words, y(jl, t) is the 
tangent vector to the curve t )--, /3(t) - X(i) E T,-(M). 
Proof of the Theorem. Let crl be the C” structure on A4 X [(0, (l/4)) U ((3/4), l])/- induced 
by the C” structure on Mx(-(l/4), +(1/4)) through the map Z,: it4 x (-(l/4), +(1/4))+@, 
defined by: 
(” t)H l,q+i:;f l + 1) for t E [0, (l/4)) for t E (-(l/4), 01’ 
Next we choose a C’ approximation Q: M + A4 of the identity such that 
(1) q is in the neighborhood U of the identity, described in the above lemma; 
(2) cp + 9-l is C”. 
Let Zp be a vectortield on A4 X [0, l] as constructed in the above Lemma. Define I;*: 
Mx(0, l)+ti by 
I&(x, t) = 
i 
(A r) for x E (0, (l/4)1 
(V’(x), t) for x E [(3/4), 1~ 
&)*(Zlu) = X,IM x (091); 
this is possible because of the properties of Z,. Let a2 be the c” structure on M x (0,l) C a 
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defined by X2. Then u1 and ~2 agree on their common domain (because cp 0 V-’ is C”) and 
hence define a C” structure on u which is compatible with the C’ structure and makes X, a (7’ 
vectorfield. 
Remark. 
After this paper was written we become convinced that the main theorem is true without the 
assumption on the triviality of the stable and unstable bundles over the singular set. We thank M. 
Shub for a suggestion in this direction. 
